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IT’S BEEN MY LIFE’S WORK HELPING people—
athletes, entrepreneurs, and organizational leaders—dis-
cover their purpose and achieve their goals. !at’s how 
God made me. I love to learn, organize, strategize, ex-
ecute, teach, and win. I call all of this, coaching. I love 
coaching people who have a zest for life. Even so, achiev-
ing dreams and goals is not as easy as advertised. 

Over the decades, I have observed five key performance 
areas that most determine a person’s, team, or organization’s 
ability to achieve or otherwise. Take a look at them with 
me while considering your own life and work.

                               Call it vision, purpose, mission, or 
goal. For now, I don’t care what you call it. But what I do 
care about is truth. Is it real? If your chief aim is not real, 
it’s not going to happen. 

To be real it must be divine. By divine, you must have a 
clear mental picture of what it looks like. !e ability to 
see something in your mind’s eye that is not visible to 
others. !is mental picture must zoom into focus with 
a compelling desire. If you do not have a sincere or des-
perate desire for it, you’ll lack the faith to overcome ob-
stacles.

It’s just this simple. If a Christian truly believes in heav-
en, it will supernaturally inform her behavior. Liking the 
idea of heaven will not have a transforming e"ect; being 
convinced of it will. !ere truly is a big di"erence be-
tween a definitive goal and a wish. A wish is not a goal 
and hope is not a strategy. Consider a child. Over his 
birthday cake, he makes a wish before blowing out the 
candles. But it’s just a wish.

One: A Definitive Chief Aim. 
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When I first sit with a potential client, I want to know 
his chief aim. I don’t care if his timeline for achievement 
is 30 days or several years. What is it? Can you clearly 
define it? Can you describe it emotionally and concretely? 
In other words, after listening to you, do I believe you 
want to accomplish this and can I see in my mind’s eye 
what you’re describing?

Rarely do I walk into a new relationship where one’s chief 
aim is definitive. Most of the time I hear of many goals. 
Even some business schools propagate such things. Here-
in lies one of our achievement problems—dis-alignment. 
We often have competing goals! !is is true for your 
business and your personal life. Both are conflicted. One 
aspect of a definitive chief aim is singleness. One. One 
clear vision. If you can identify your bull’s eye, you’ve 
established clarity and focus. You’re now aiming at one 
target! 

A definitive chief aim is not just about focus, it’s also 
about desire. If your desire does not match your chief 
aim, you won’t get there. I’m sorry but it’s true. It may be 
a good idea, a dream, a “wouldn’t it be nice” kind of feel-
ing, but it’s not going to happen if you are not emotion-
ally and deeply connected to it. You’ll quit. As hardship, 
disappointment, and loss occurs, you’ll exit and run back 
to your sense of comfort and safety.

To be a leader is to rally yourself and/or a people toward 
a goal. !at’s what leaders do but sometimes it seems 
people and organizations feel obligated—instead of im-
passioned—to have a goal, so they simply choose one. 
!ey want to appear as leaders and wear the uniform of 
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an achiever. I know this sounds harsh but not everyone has a chief aim. !ey 
have values (often di"erent than the ones hanging on the wall) and when 
these values are threatened, a chief aim usually arises. Don’t go through the 
motions. It’s not worth it. But if you have something brewing down deep, 
identify it and test it to see if it is definitive.

How do you test your emerging and definitive chief aim? Does it get you 
up in the morning? Do you feel it at your core? Are you rallying others 
around it? Are you noticing all your activities in one way or another support 
the accomplishment of this aim? Are you making sacrifices and taking risks 
toward its achievement? Are you able to overcome rejection from temporary 
setbacks? Are you able to shrug o" scoldings from your friends and family?  
Are you experiencing the emotions of victories and defeats yet continue to-
ward the summit? !ese are some of the evidences of true desire that meet 
or exceed what is necessary to accomplish your goals.

In time, you’ll also notice, you will identify the source of your desire, your 
“Why”. As your desire continues to fuel you toward the attainment of your 
definitive chief aim, you’ll be able to describe it—it’s your secret power. 

Your power is the true reason you started this journey in the first place. As 
it is revealed, it will either take you to the summit of achievement or it will 
open up a new and truer path of understanding.

!e number one key performance failure I see for those trying to achieve 
is that they are working toward a goal that is not definitive. It’s not real. 
Something is wrong with it. Perhaps the goal belongs to someone else. Per-
haps it’s too small. Perhaps it’s just a wish. Whatever the reason, the four key 
performance areas for goal achievement that follow are irrelevant if there is 
no definitive aim.

Let’s assume you have established a definitive Chief Aim. !at’s at least 51 
percent of the battle.



SELF
AWARENESS
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                  It’s a popular term as of late with all the stud-
ies and teaching on emotional intelligence. 

And for good reason, a lack of self awareness is the sec-
ond reason we don’t achieve our goals.

Martin Luther began a sermon with the following: “!e 
summons of death comes to us all, and no one can die for 
another.”

Where did your thoughts go after reading Luther’s 
opening line? I’m curious to know. My thoughts paused 
and then gave birth to another idea. I choose how I will 
die by how I live.

I find deficiencies of self awareness in all of us to some 
degree but especially to the types not interested in self 
evaluation, assessments, and healthy coaching relation-
ships. I use the phrase “types” because I can’t quite put 
my finger on a specific category of person. But I have 
observed the following spoken or unspoken reasons 
why self reflection is avoided:

 ~ I’m too busy
 ~ I’m too important 
 ~ I’m too old
 ~ I’m simply more intelligent
 ~ I find no value in assessments
 ~ I’ve had a bad experience with coaching
 ~ I don’t want to know
 ~ I am who I am

I stated in the beginning that I often start a coaching 
relationship by searching for the client’s chief aim. If we 

Two: Self Awareness
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identify this all important target, we then explore ob-
stacles. I’ll sometimes say it this way: “What are the the 
things and/or people you perceive as obstacles prevent-
ing the attainment of your main goal?” !is discussion 
helps uncover among other things, my client’s aware-
ness of self and their context.

Most of the time, I hear of external obstacles. Rarely do 
I hear of the most dangerous—the internal ones. !ese 
can range from a lack of appreciation and leveraging of 
one’s gifts and strengths to blind spots. Just as threat-
ening is the inability to articulate defeating emotions. 
How we feel fuels our e"orts.

To articulate self awareness is to bring intelligence to 
the goal-achieving battle field. It is an honest and em-
powering process assessing one’s strengths and oppor-
tunities as well as understanding what the enemy to 
our success might bring to the skirmish. !e process 
of making things known is to bring everything into the 
light where a plan of success can be designed with sober 
judgment, courage, and confidence.

Let me say it another way. Self awareness leads to broad-
er and deeper understanding which, also increases wis-
dom and courage. As you make the unconscious con-
scious, you “see” what was once hidden. You learn to 
use the “why” senses, not just the what.

Why did I quit? Why am I discouraged? Why do I want 
this? Why did he do that? Why did she say that? Why 
is there resistance? When we ask the “why” questions, 
we will better answer the “how” questions much more 
successfully. Without the whys, the typical tactics and 



Self awareness leads to broader and deeper understanding
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strategies fail.

Two things you need to do: first, use your imagination and place your-
self in the center of the room. In your mind’s eye, walk around yourself 
slowly and several times making yourself more consciously aware of who 
you are—your strengths, gifts, fears, blind spots and how others may see 
you. It is helpful if you can include a trusted person or two to participate. 
Write everything down you discover. !is is not a one time thing, it is a 
discipline of growing.

Second, do the same thing by placing your definitive Chief Aim in the 
middle of the room and invite (if you can) trusted persons to help you 
walk around this highly desired goal. Sometimes it’s not best to invite just 
anyone into this exercise for a variety of reasons; however, if you do, make 
sure these are some of the wisest and accomplished people you know. In 
doing so, you’re creating a mastermind—where the saying “two heads are 
better than one” is realized. Together, walk around the goal freely making 
the invisible visible. Using words and pictures, describe everything you can 
regarding the vision. Describe it’s beauty and how you feel as you see it 
through your imagination. Also, acknowledge obstacles and design strate-
gies for achievement. 

!en you’ll be ready to overcome the third reason we don’t achieve our 
goals.



A WELL
WRITTEN

PLAN
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                                !is key performance area will 
probably be the least attractive to you because it is not 
enjoyable to most people. But here’s the truth: Top goal 
achievers have a written plan. 

!at’s right. Top achievers do the hard work of writing. 
Putting pen to paper has a way of improving our think-
ing. It exposes. It reveals. It puts you on record. It forces 
you to slow down. It forces you to slow down so that 
you can accomplish more the first time instead of the 
tenth. You will be more successful if you embrace this 
step. Get help if you need it but do not skip this step!

Let me say it again, the third most common reason for goal 
failure is the absence of a written plan. 

According to Peter Drucker, the second of eight prac-
tices of e"ective leaders is to invest time writing action 
plans. Writing an action plan is the task that follows 
answering a most di#cult question: “What needs to be 
done?” I recently heard a friend explain in a somewhat 
sarcastic tone:

“!e idea of a map is to have it in your possession be-
fore you begin your journey.” 

Supposedly, Napoleon said that he never won a battle 
by perfectly following his written plan. Yet anyone who 
studies history knows that it never stopped him from 
planning out in detail every one of his battles! I wonder 
what history might have said if he had never planned?

In my work with leaders, I call this action plan a Play-
book. We write them for our personal, professional, and 
team contexts. We believe in it, we use it, we teach it. It 
is not perfect and probably never will be but it gives the 

!ree: A Well Written Plan



leader more than an edge, it provides meaning, direc-
tion, and confidence. How? It’s a process that shapes the 
leader’s soul – her mind, her emotions, and her will. It’s 
a process that creates winning habits and skills.

Here’s the good news—bad news scenario: the good 
news is we are not talking about the plan your banker 
wants to see or your professor at the university. !ey 
haven’t figured it out yet but the days are gone for re-
searching and writing something so thick while taking 
so long, it becomes outdated before the ink dries. !e 
bad news is it might take even longer to write your plan 
reducing it to two pages as Rockefeller did or to one 
page as I recommend. Why one page? It needs to be 
read EVERYDAY at least once in the morning and once 
at the end of the day.

You’re reading this because you want to achieve your 
goal right?

We see it all the time because it is common among us 
humans. We have no plan. If we have a plan, it is simply 
to get up every day, go to work, and then rely on our 
experience and intuition until something good happens 
and then we can retire and then we can die. Surpris-
ingly, experience and intuition fail us because they are 
not good enough AND because they are not part of a 
plan; they are the plan—consciously or unconsciously! 
And it’s a really bad plan. It is like a raft floating aim-
lessly at sea.

!e to-do list is one of the most obvious places where 
you will find evidence of a leader without a plan. To-do 
lists most often are like a net that catches housekeeping 
items originating from one of three sources: tasks del-
egated to you, tasks reflecting the needs and strengths of 
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your personality, or urgent “911” issues. After close investigation, you will 
find few items on your to-do list originate from a well thought-out plan.

Keys to an e!ective written action plan:

 ~ It includes one’s vision for the future, values, and needed elements 
of character for success.
 ~ It is a statement of intentions rather than a rigid contract. With 
every success or setback, new opportunities surface. In other words, it is 
revised often.
 ~ Every good plan includes a tracking system comparing results 
against expectations. For example, one would calendar progress review 
dates before the plan is ready to implement.
 ~ !e plan is the basis and foundation for scheduling the use of 
one’s time. !e plan informs the calendar, the blocking of time, and the 
priority of tasks and appointments to schedule.
 ~ !e good plan is an obvious display of reverse engineering: daily 
habits move steps which move goals which make dreams come true. But 
we start with the vision (chief aim) breaking it down into achievable goals, 
then steps, then daily habits. 
 ~ An e"ective plan always considers the e"ect on others, includes 
others, and is for the benefit of others and self.

E"ective leaders think long and hard about what needs to be done and 
why. !ey put a plan together informing how they will best use their time 
instead of becoming like a leaf blowing in the wind whenever and wher-
ever it demands. Here’s the bottom line: if you have a definitive chief aim, 
you’re self-aware, and you have a plan but you’re still not achieving your 
goals… one of two things is wrong. It’s either your plan or it’s your chief 
aim. You either have a bad plan or you really don’t care to do what it takes 
to follow the plan toward your dream.



A COMMITMENT
TO GROWING

AND LEARNING
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                                                                !e fourth reason 
we don’t achieve our goals is the near-sighted tendencies 
of our decisions and behaviors. We simply do not real-
ize the long term e"ects of our actions or lack of, espe-
cially those related to learning and growing. How do we 
get better than we are today without more knowledge 
and application?

!e pragmatics of life and business can crowd one’s 
schedule to such an extent, personal and organization-
al growth is stunted. Even more, mental and spiritual 
stagnancy is toxic and cancerous to one’s future. 

Goal achievers are courageous because they are also 
wise. As the saying goes, they measure twice and cut 
once. !ey are not perfectionist as much as they are se-
lective. To be selective, one must be exposed to choices 
and the knowledge of these derive from a learning pos-
ture. !ey systemically transform toward humble confi-
dence as learning becomes a core practice.

It is no secret that successful people are not those who 
have won but those who keep winning. And one thing 
we hear about these winners is their dedication to prac-
tice, practice, practice and for the knowledge worker—
read, read, read. !ey have an insatiable hunger for 
knowledge. Many know this to be true of top achievers 
yet they continue to practice otherwise. !ey are ad-
dicted to the sugary taste of the easy, urgent and noisy. 
!ey are adrenaline junkies raising the flag of busyness 
instead of e"ectiveness.

Healthy people and organizations are first and foremost 
learners. !ey have a posture of curiosity and apprecia

Four: Committed To Growing and Learning.
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tion for knowledge and coaching. !ey are performers 
and professionals while never ceasing to be students. 

All of this reminds me of the time I joined a track 
team. I thought: “Running is running; who needs help 
with that?” My first challenge was the mile. As I bolted 
o" the line, I was amazed at my natural and superior 
athleticism. Not long after, I was bewildered with the 
number of runners who passed me like I was standing 
still. I then became a student.

Unfortunately, many are not achieving their goals and 
even worse, no longer setting them. Instead of learning 
how to achieve goals, they just keep running the way 
they have for years with same result. 

My goal here is not to beat you up. God himself knows 
we don’t need any help with that. We do self-hating all 
too well. But I do want more joy, happiness, and health 
for every reader. 

What I want for you is realization and action. Realiza-
tion that you’re probably not taking care of the golden 
goose—you. Somehow you have come to believe you 
are too busy to read, too important to take a class, or 
you don’t have the money to invest in coaching. Do you 
realize what you’re believing? You’re believing that you 
don’t matter and your life is not worth investing.

When you invest in you, things change. When you in-
vest in you, your team will change, when you invest in 
you, everything changes. When you allow goodness in, 
you won’t be able to contain it all. It will overflow into 
the lives around you.
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I don’t mow my yard or wash my car every week. It has to do with the best 
way to invest my time. However, I still do both from time-to-time. I do 
it because it’s good exercise and I do it for another reason. I do it because 
I better appreciate the people and things I invest. After yard work, I tend 
to simply feel better. I appreciate the yard more than before and I embrace 
that concrete sense of accomplishing something with my own hands. In 
the same way, you need to invest time, energy, and money in you. 

To use di"erent words, the 4th reason we don’t achieve our goals is because 
we forgot the power that comes from investing. Investing in your most 
important asset... God created you on purpose and for a purpose. Invest in 
both! Push yourself to be better.



HEALTH
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     Now we come to the fifth reason why we don’t 
achieve goals—We do not give proper attention to the sub-
ject of health. 

Here we are speaking to the holistic health of self, team 
members, organizations, and systems. When we ignore 
or underestimate the toxicity of unhealthy habits and 
systemic weaknesses, we severely jeopardize our long-
term ability to consistently achieve goals both person-
ally and corporately.

Each of the past four decades have taught me principles 
and truths I could not have possibly come to know and 
believe without being in the muddy trenches of leader-
ship. Be assured that what I now profess has come from 
exposure to both healthy and unhealthy environments. 
And so I must also confess a fundamental belief I now 
hold with great conviction: 

!e following mini topics regarding the health of peo-
ple, processes, and organizations are not meant to be 
exhaustive but are deeply embedded in our training and 
coaching, reverently seeking to bless you with better 
health and the achievement of your goals.

HEALTHY PEOPLE: PHYSICAL, SPIRITUAL, 
PSYCHOLOGICAL, EMOTIONAL, RELATIONAL

Other than a sports injury here or there, I’ve enjoyed 
pretty good health until nearing forty. !e last two 
decades have been a battle. Most who know me know 
little of my struggles. 

Five: Health

Becoming a Healthy Person, Team, and Organization is a 
Community E"ort. 
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What many younger leaders might learn from people 
like me is the importance of acquiring the skill of run-
ning the long treks as well as the sprints. When we have 
good physical health, it is easy to take the other aspects 
for granted. You’ll need them all to finish strong. Glance 
once again at the string of health aspects in bold type 
above and evaluate how you’re developing each.

HEALTHY PEOPLE: ASSESSING, LEARNING, AND 
SHAPING CHARACTER

I’m sometimes asked, “What exactly is company cul-
ture?” My answer is not trite but sincere when I explain 
that the character of a person or the culture of an orga-
nization is simply what they most consistently do. It’s 
not what they say they believe, it’s what they do.

Let me modify my answer just a bit for organizations. 
!ere might be a slight di"erence between the defini-
tion of character and that of culture for an organization 
in this: culture may be what we do most consistently 
without a stress test while the character of the company 
or team is not truly known until subjected to significant 
pressure.

!is is why healthy organizations invest in developing 
people who value assessing self, learning beyond their 
scope, and applying all to the intentional shaping of 
their behavior—which in the end, reveals character. 
When individuals invest in themselves, the overflow 
benefits company culture.

ORGANIzATIONAL HEALTH: HIRING

Is there anything more di#cult than hiring the right 





people? Not many decisions are as mission critical as those involved in 
hiring yet so many of us are filled with the hubris of hiring clairvoyance. 

I once read a revealing study exposing a sobering rear view metric pertain-
ing to hiring. It stated that the best hiring processes in America are attain-
ing about a 33% to 66% success rate in regard to employer and employee 
satisfaction. I’ll spare you the pain of more facts because I know you’ve 
already experienced them.

If you want to achieve goals, start realizing that the hiring process should 
be like walking on holy ground. If you don’t have a proven process, get 
help!

ORGANIzATIONAL HEALTH: SCORECARDS

Many leaders get trapped into creating “rear view” scorecards—keeping 
track of what happened last month or last quarter. !is is understandable 
since these metrics are important, relatively easy to gather, and analyze. 

I encourage you to add to your lag scorecard (metrics you measure that are 
in the past) an additional one that identifies and measures leading activi-
ties or lead measures (forward moving activities you believe will transform 
your rear view metrics into what you want them to be).

One part of the scorecard is a rear view meant to be glanced at while the 
other is a front window view meant for getting where you want to go. !e 
front—leading measures—take you where you’re going. Don’t you think a 
focus on the rear view is dangerous? Maybe it’s time to change your focus.

HEALTH: SYSTEMIC THINkING

!ink health. !ink environments. !ink systems. !ink learning. If we 
practice these habits we will overcome the fifth reason we don’t achieve our 
goals: we’re simply unhealthy. 
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Unhealthy people and organizations rarely make the finish line 
much less win the race.

Health starts by investing time asking questions and pondering 
answers to the what, how, and why prose. !ese qualitative, 
forward-thinking questions never die but shape the vision, fo-
cus, health, and influence of the organization. 

!e vision is about where we are going and why we are going 
there. !e focus is on how my work as a team member fits into 
vision. And the influence of leadership is not just the what and 
where but the how we do things around here including how we 
treat one another! 

Our values are discovered, defined, and applied in the how! 
Now we see how culture takes shape. It’s simply what we do 
and how we do it. Experience it and you sense culture. Experi-
ence it and you can describe what’s healthy or otherwise.

What’s true in your organization: Do you have Bad Guys or Sys-
tem Breakdowns? You have both I’m sure but good systems cre-
ate healthy environments where people grow and contribute 
or they’re weeded out. Just as consistent strength training can 
tone, so healthy company processes have the power to contrib-
ute to shaping willing employees toward personal and corpo-
rate health.

When our systems are absent, inconsistent, or short-sighted, 
our people are placed in a position where they either step up 
and do the right thing (based on their individual reasoning and 
character) or become a self-serving opportunistic, aka bad guy. 
Law enforcement has a term for the latter. !ey call them crimes 
of opportunity. Idealistically, we all would like to leave our car 
doors unlocked, windows down, and our personal belongings 
in clear view but that would provide a dark opportunity for 
anyone less developed in character or in desperate need.
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You protest: “We should be able trust people!” 

My response: “I get it. But trust is cultivated in phases, levels, 
and always accompanied by reasonable accountability. !ese 
not only protect us from bad guys, they protect good guys from 
false accusations.”

Yes, we want to trust our people and yes, leaders are called to 
create healthy environments where people continue growing in 
character while contributing to the cause.

I once ran into our ministry o#ce leaving my bible and ball 
glove on the passenger seat with the window down. Within 
15 minutes or so I came back to the car finding both gone. 
Let’s review: safe environment, trusting man, open window, 
and nice glove and bible in plain sight. But there was one weak 
link in the system—an open window providing opportunity, 
aka system failure.

It may seem that most of my comments have focused on the 
team and organization but everything I’ve shared applies to the 
entrepreneur or individual just the same. You are a system. You 
have a physical, emotional, spiritual, and relational aspect to 
your being. You are applying each of these elements to your 
goals and work. What systems, strategic partners, and activities 
do you employ to create a healthy you capable of thriving?
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